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Tunneling nanotubes
A new paradigm for studying intercellular communication and therapeutics in cancer
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Tunneling nanotubes are actin-based
cytoplasmic extensions that func-

tion as intercellular channels in a wide
variety of cell types.There is a renewed
and keen interest in the examination of
modes of intercellular communication in
cells of all types, especially in the field of
cancer biology. Tunneling nanotubes—
which in the literature have also been
referred to as “membrane nanotubes,”
“‘intercellular’ or ‘epithelial’ bridges,” or
“cytoplasmic extensions”—are under
active investigation for their role in
facilitating direct intercellular communi-
cation. These structures have not, until
recently, been scrutinized as a unique and
previously unrecognized form of direct
cell-to-cell transmission of cellular cargo
in the context of human cancer. Our
recent study of tunneling nanotubes in
human malignant pleural mesothelioma
and lung adenocarcinomas demonstrated
efficient transfer of cellular contents,
including proteins, Golgi vesicles, and
mitochondria, between cells derived from
several well-established cancer cell lines.
Further, we provided effective demon-
stration that such nanotubes can form
between primary malignant cells from
human patients. For the first time, we
also demonstrated the in vivo relevance of
these structures in humans, having effec-
tively imaged nanotubes in intact solid
tumors from patients. Here we provide
further analysis and discussion on our
findings, and offer a prospective “road
map” for studying tunneling nanotubes
in the context of human cancer. We
hope that further understanding of the

mechanisms, methods of transfer, and
particularly the role of nanotubes in
tumor-stromal cross-talk will lead to
identification of new selective targets for
cancer therapeutics.

Tunneling nanotubes (TnTs) are long,
non-adherent actin-based cytoplasmic
extensions that function as intercellular
bridges and connect a wide variety of cell
types.1-13 These unique conduits have
attracted increasing interest as an under-
recognized mechanism of cell-to-cell
communication and transfer of cellular
contents. What remains to be established,
among many things, is the role of TnTs in
establishing direct cytoplasmic connec-
tions between cancer and/or stromal cells.
We postulate that TnT formation between
malignant cells and cells of the surround-
ing tumor matrix may facilitate tumor
development, progression and organiza-
tion in preparation for tumoral invasion
and metastasis.

We have recently shown that inter-
cellular transfer of cellular cargo such as
proteins, Golgi vesicles, and mitochondria
takes place between malignant mesothe-
lioma cells via TnTs.8 This seminal work
provided the first evidence that TnTs can
form between malignant tumor cells of
mesothelioma and lung cancer. Presence of
TnTs in these cancer cells was established
using cells derived from both human
patient specimens as well as from estab-
lished cancer cell lines. We also provided
the first direct evidence demonstrating
that TnTs are not just an in vitro
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phenomenon, but rather a functionally
relevant entity that exists in solid tumors
in patients, and thus may play a critical
role in tumor formation and advancement.
The existence of TnTs in solid tumors
opens up a new avenue for targeted
therapy and can be investigated as means
of delivering small molecule inhibitors or
biological agents where delivery of such
agents is traditionally difficult to achieve.
In support of these possibilities, a greater
attention has been paid to the importance
of the cellular characteristics of cancer
development. TnTs have been proposed as
one of the potential candidates that merits
further study.14 We contemplate and
propose that the field of cancer biology
and therapeutics is primed for the explora-
tion of the mechanisms and roles of
TnTs in facilitating both development
and recurrence of cancer.

In order to move forward in using TnTs
as potential therapeutic targets and to
understand tumor biology, we need to
address some key question such as ‘How
do we proceed from the observation of
intercellular transfer between cancer cells
to discovery of potential effects of TnTs in
altering cancer cell transformation and
activity?’ We propose that this road to
novel paradigms in therapeutics should be
marked by its end goal: in the case of
cancer, to identify potential selective
targets that will improve upon the current
standards of treatment of solid tumor
malignancies. The first approach should
be to characterize the mechanisms of TnT
formation and maintenance, and to clearly
understand how and why TnTs sponta-
neously self-terminate once cell-to-cell
communication has been completed. An
important aspect of this approach will be
the identification of signals sent and
received by cells located at considerable
distances, and how such signals are
transmitted, directly resulting in de novo
formation of TnTs. Second, once estab-
lished, what are the methods by which
TnTs allow intercellular trafficking of
critical cargo of various sizes and purpose?
Are TnTs mere conduits, or do they
actively facilitate this cell-to-cell transfer
in a more specific and selective manner
than is currently known? Third, it will be
critical to study formation of TnTs among
non-malignant cell populations, and to

determine whether or not such formation
is identical to that seen in cancer cell
populations. Fourth, cross-talk between
stromal and cancer cells via TnTs may
provide impetus for cells deficient in vital
bioproducts to be supplemented by sur-
rounding cells.

One such potential example comes
from recent studies demonstrating inter-
cellular transfer of mitochondria from
‘positive’ cells to mitochondria-deficient
cells for supplementation or reprogram-
ming of recipient cells.15,16 The signals
which stimulate TnT formation by tumor
cells and guide intercellular contact
between distant tumor cells in the matrix
may indeed originate from stromal cells,
providing further support to the idea that
histologically ‘benign’ cells of the tumor
matrix are crucial to tumor maintenance
and metastasis.17,18

Differentiating unique aspects of TnTs
in transformed vs. non-malignant cells will
provide insight into whether or not this is
a selective process that can be targeted for
cancer therapy. Severing communication
in medias res (“in the middle of things” in
Latin), and/or inhibiting communication
between tumors cells by suppressing TnT
formation in the first place, may be
potential goals of new or existing targeted
cancer therapies. Actin-depolymerizing
agents, such as Latrunculin A or cytocha-
lasin B or D, have been used in prior in
vitro studies to disrupt actin-based cell
extensions, including TnTs. However,
translating this finding into cancer treat-
ments targeted at disrupting TnTs would
not be feasible in the context of admini-
stration to human patients. Our demon-
stration that the widely used medications
metformin and everolimus (an mTor
inhibitor) suppress TnT formation provide
an initial glimpse of the molecular path-
ways critical to TnT formation, as well as
potential approaches to treating human
tumors reliant on TnTs. These two drugs
have potential real-world application in
cancer therapy as adjuncts to combination
therapy. Everolimus is already in use for
treatment of advanced breast cancer19

and metastatic renal cell carcinoma;20

metformin is also being actively investi-
gated as a potential anti-cancer therapy in
light of its ability to decrease rates of
cancer incidence in diabetic patients, as

well as improve survival in cancer patients
with diabetes.21,22 In addition to reduction
of ATP production in mitochondria,
activation of AMPK, and inhibition of
gluconeogenesis by metformin, a recent
report shows this drug causes a decrease in
levels of reactive oxygen species and in
DNA damage23—all of which are meta-
bolic processes which potentially impact
TnTs.

Targeting TnTs is one potential
approach to augment, or enhance, the
anti-tumor effect from a cancer biology
perspective, and it may be true that such
an approach would only be effective in
specific subsets of patients rather than a
universal approach. As tumor biology is
extremely complex, any drugs targeting
TnTs would be added as an additional
approach to current standards of care.
Again, we emphasize carefully that the
challenge in this endeavor is to determine
whether or not there exist components of
TnTs which are truly cancer-specific,
and serve as true selective targets for
disruption that will minimize impact on
TnTs connecting “normal” cells essential
to physiologic functioning.

Cell-to-cell signaling in cancer is an
issue which has not been well understood,
and TnTs provide a plausible fundamental
and common mechanism by which this
interface of signals takes place between
cancer cells. As we recently commented in
our publication, the paradigm of gap
junctions or microvesicles as proprietors
of intercellular communication is most
effective for cells in relatively close proxi-
mity. We propose that the concept of
TnTs augments and supplements, rather
than displaces, that paradigm, as TnTs can
connect cells located a considerable dis-
tance apart. This fact takes on particular
importance in light of the fact that tumors
are heterogeneous three-dimensional struc-
tures composed of many other cell types,
including inflammatory and structural
stromal cells. It is believed that cancer
cells comprise as little as 10% of solid
tumors,24,25 and thus may not be situated
in close enough proximity to allow
communication via gap junctions or
microvesicles. In our study, it was not
uncommon to detect TnTs connecting
mesothelioma or lung cancer cells more
than 100 mm apart in vitro. In fact, we
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have noticed such TnT formation in many
cancer cell lines and primary cancer cells
derived from breast, ovarian, prostate,
pancreatic, and colon cancer, to name
several examples. Our visualization of
TnTs in solid tumors from human
patients provided further support of this
notion. TnTs may in effect be a normal
part of cellular communication; in the
world of tumor biology, they may even
potentiate tumor and stromal cell cross-
talk. This cross-talk takes on considerable
importance in light of studies which
support the idea that tumors with a higher
proportion of stromal cells actually may be
more aggressive and have worse prognosis
for patients.26 We are cognizant that
cancer cells do not have exclusive domain
over TnT formation. However, the ques-
tion of whether or not all TnTs are the
same, both structurally and functionally,
across cell types remains to be examined
and answered. The vast interplay that
occurs among cell types to facilitate tumor
viability may occur by nanotubes, as just
one potential mechanism.

Questions that should be addressed
using the TnT models include the role of
TnTs in frontline local invasion and
metastasis of malignant cells. We demon-
strated using the in vitro modified wound
healing/scratch assay technique that TnTs
form in significant numbers at the inva-
sion front of mesothelioma cells.8 Are
TnTs in this instance facilitating crosstalk
to coordinate tumor cell invasion, to
ensure that aggressively proliferating cells
are, in essence, synchronized? If this is the
case in vitro, then this scenario may very
well also occur in vivo. From the stand-
point of cancer recurrence following
attempt at definitive treatment, can TnT
formation between residual malignant cells
result in communication between distant
cells? Would this allow scattered distant
cells an opportunity to mobilize and allow
tumor recovery and eventually regrowth?
Finally, the issue of resistance to chemo-
therapy is of significant biologic and
clinical importance. If, as been demon-
strated with antibiotic resistance spread
between bacterial cells communicating via
TnTs,12 cancer cells propagate chemo-
resistance by sending counteractive resis-
tant signals or genetic codes of resistance
via TnTs, targeting these nanotubes will

help us understand if chemoresistance is
an avoidable phenomenon, rather than
inevitable. Angiogenesis is a significant
subject of cancer research; the study of
TnTs in the context of the angiogenesis
phenomenon may help differentiate
mechanisms of sustainable peritumoral
blood vessel formation that propagate
tumor existence, and thus may lead to
identification of new druggable anti-angio-
genic targets. Finally, we also consider the
possibility of harnessing TnTs as potential
“Trojan horses” which can be exploited to
enhance drug delivery to tumors. Can
TnTs in the periphery of cells, and thus
located among the most highly pro-
liferating cells of a solid tumor, take up
small molecule inhibitors and essentially
transport them throughout the tumor,
leading to increased susceptibility of tumor
cells or stromal cells not accessible by
conventional methods of drug delivery?
These are all questions pertinent to the
world of cancer research which can be
addressed by studying the mechanisms and
function of TnTs in the context of cancer.

As this topic attracts increasing interest
from researchers spanning many fields of
biology in general, we recognize that one

of the potential barriers to study – from
a logistical rather than scientific perspec-
tive—is the wide disparity in nomen-
clature used to define TnTs in the
published literature. Comprehensive litera-
ture searches on this topic are complicated
by the fact that studies on TnTs and
associated structures have been published
using a rather large number of disparate
names, including “cellular bridges”,27

“intercellular bridges”,28,29 “intercellular
membrane bridges”,30 “tubular bridges”,1,31

“epithelial bridges”,32 “intercellular con-
duits”,33 “bridging conduits”,34,35 “inter-
cellular membrane nanotubes (ICNs)”,36

“membrane nanotubes”,4,13,37-40 and “inter-
cellular nanotubes”12. We also note that the
structures known as “cytonemes” should
likely be considered distinct from TnTs, but
nonetheless should be included in discus-
sion of cytoplasmic extensions which facil-
itate intercellular communication and
transfer. The term “cellular bridges” in
particular might apply to a number of
variations of open-ended actin-based exten-
sions which facilitate intercellular commun-
ication, but might paint a broader stroke
than intended. Critical review of research
papers using these names reveals that many

Figure 1. Tunneling nanotubes (TnTs) connecting mesothelioma cells (MSTO-211H cell line). All
images were taken with Leica TCS SP5 with 40x/1.25NA or 100x/1.4NA oil objectives. (A) TnT
connecting MSTO-211H cells, contrasted with shorter, adherent lamellopodia and actin stress fibers
in the background. Blue, DAPI; green, actin (phalloidin stain); red, mitochondria (MitoTracker Red).
(B) TnTs connecting MSTO-211H cells. Blue, DAPI; green, Golgi apparatus (GM130 antibody); red,
mitochondria (MitoTracker Red). (C) TnT between MSTO-211H cells. Blue, Hoechst 3342; red,
MitoTracker Red. (D) Ultrafine TnT connecting MSTO-211H cells. Blue, DAPI; red, RFP.
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of the studied structures are either ‘true’
TnTs, or some variation thereof.

We acknowledge that since the study of
TnTs is still relatively in its earliest stages
of development, the various structures
being reported may in fact be structurally
or functionally different. For example,
some forms of TnTs connecting malignant
cells may vary from that of immune cells,
such as macrophages or dendritic cells.
However, at this stage not enough is
known to make that distinction. This great
variability in assigned nomenclature from
groups working on these structures has the
potential to prevent thorough review and
awareness of advancements in this field. As

most, if not all, of these papers cite the
Rustom et al. paper from 20046 as the first
significant documentation of tunneling
nanotubes/nanotubules connecting cells,
as well as the use of this term, we
respectfully propose consolidation, or at
least inclusion, of the terms “Tunneling
Nanotubes,” and the abbreviation “TNT”
or “TnT,” as standard nomenclature in
future publications. The inclusion of the
term ‘tunneling’ will aid readers in making
the distinction from other, ‘non-tunneling’
forms of nanotube connections. In addi-
tion, as researchers make new discoveries
regarding the composition and function
of such cell extensions, distinctions or

differences from known characteristics of
TnTs should be clearly acknowledged and
stated for clarification. In this way, perhaps
confusion can be avoided and literature
searches will reveal more comprehensive
analysis of new data in this exciting field.

In conclusion, the study of TnTs in the
formation, communication, organization
and spread of solid tumors is in its infancy.
We hope that ongoing studies in our
laboratory and others will lead to increased
understanding and elucidation of the
mechanisms by which tumor cell interac-
tions take place. Identification of unique
aspects of TnTs which anchor and
facilitate cell-to-cell transfer of cell compo-
nents between cancer cells may lead to
identification of new specific and selective
targets for cancer therapy. TnTs open up a
new area of cancer biology and therapeu-
tics that encompasses intercellular com-
munications between cancer cells, between
stromal cells, cross-talk between stromal
and tumor cells and interaction within the
tumor microenvironment.
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